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We wish to point out an error in Theorem 3.1 of our published paper [l]. In p. 965, line 5, the 
right-hand side of solution (Go&), the third term must be f(t,&) instead of f(t,~). Also in 
p. 965, line 5 from bottom, as A is a fuzzy coefficient it must be A: (i = q, T). Thus, defining a 
new positive constant c such that jAFSr(t)l 5 c f or all t E J, we have at p. 966, line 1 will be 
separated to obtain the estimates, and takes the following form: 
dH ([(Gob)la i Wo~t)la) 2 cl dH (hIa, hIa) 
[s,“(t - 4g;hIs), S,a(t - sM&)]) ds 
. . . , etc. 
The last term of the above inequalities is, t 
5 cl dH ([&IQ, [&I”) + ccl s dH ([Es]*, [<da) ds + ~1~2 0 s t dH ([&I*, [&I”) ds. 0 
Hence, ffl(Go&, GO&) 5 [cl + cclT + clc2T]Hl(&,G,). 
We take sufficiently small T, (cl + cclT + cic2T] < 1. Hence, Go is a contraction mapping. By 
the Banach fixed-point theorem fuzzy neutral functional differential equation has a unique fixed 
point 2 E C(J; EN). 
The above change has no effect on the rest of the paper. 
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